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Abstract. The key arguments underlying a large and noisy set of opinions help understand the opinions quickly and accurately. Fully automated methods can extract
arguments but (1) require large labeled datasets and (2) work well for known viewpoints, but not for novel points of view. We propose HyEnA, a hybrid (human + AI)
method for extracting arguments from opinionated texts, combining the speed of
automated processing with the understanding and reasoning capabilities of humans.
We evaluate HyEnA on three feedback corpora. We find that, on the one hand,
HyEnA achieves higher coverage and precision than a state-of-the-art automated
method, when compared on a common set of diverse opinions, justifying the need
for human insight. On the other hand, HyEnA requires less human effort and does
not compromise quality compared to (fully manual) expert analysis, demonstrating
the benefit of combining human and machine intelligence.
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1. Introduction
To make decisions on large public issues, such as combating the COVID-19 pandemic
and transitioning to green energy, policy makers often turn to the citizens for feedback
[1,2]. This feedback provides insights into public opinion and contains diverse perspectives. Further, involving the public in the decision-making process helps in gaining their
support when the decisions are to be implemented.
In the face of crises, decisions must be made swiftly. Thus, the collection of feedback, its analysis, and recommendations for decision-making are made under tight time
constraints. For example, when debating on relaxing COVID-19 measures in the Netherlands, researchers had one month to design the experiment, collect public feedback, and
make recommendations [3]. The time constraint limits the amount of information researchers can look at, potentially painting an incomplete picture of the opinions. In the
scenario above, researchers analyzed data manually and thus could analyze less than 8%
of the qualitative feedback provided by more than 25,000 participants.
1 Corresponding Author: Michiel van der Meer, Leiden Institute for Advanced Computer Science, Niels
Bohrweg 1, 2333 CA Leiden, The Netherlands; E-mail: m.t.van.der.meer@liacs.leidenuniv.nl.
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Argument Mining (AM) [4] methods can assist in increasing the efficiency of feedback analysis by, e.g., separating strongly argumentative feedback from noise and classifying statements as supporting or opposing a decision. However, applying AM methods for feedback analysis poses three main challenges. First, AM methods generalize
poorly across domains [5,6]. Thus, they require large amounts of domain-specific training data, which is often not available. While contextualized representations, using the
pre- or fine-tuning paradigm, yield more promising results [7,8], they, too, rely on large
amounts of data. Second, although AM methods can detect logical connections between
comments and policy decisions, they do not compress the information. That is, they do
not recognize whether two identified arguments describe the same concept, leaving the
policy makers with significant manual labor. Finally, analyzing a small sample of comments might cause minority opinions to be ignored [9], creating a bias toward popular
(repeated) arguments, which can perpetuate echo chambers and filter bubbles [10,11].
The key point analysis (KPA) task [12] seeks to automatically compress argumentative discourse into unique key points, which can be matched to arguments. However,
synthesizing key points is a significant challenge. In the ArgKP dataset, domain experts
(skilled debaters) were asked to generate key points. Subsequently, a model was trained
to take over the task [13]. However, such key points are not grounded in data (public
opinion) and are subject to the perspectives and biases of the human experts. Further,
making use of a few experts to generate key points defeats the purpose of engaging the
larger public in the decision-making process.
We argue for a joint human-machine approach, exploiting both the speed of automated methods and the human understanding of subtle issues. We propose HyEnA
(Hybrid Extraction of Arguments), a hybrid (human + AI) method for extracting a diverse set of key arguments from a textual opinion corpus. HyEnA breaks down the argument extraction task into argument annotation and consolidation phases. In each phase,
HyEnA employs human (crowd) annotators and supports them via intelligent algorithms
based on natural language processing (NLP) as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Overview of the HyEnA method.

We evaluate our method on three corpora, each containing more than 10K public
opinions on relaxing COVID-19 restrictions [3]. We compare HyEnA with an automated
approach [13] performing the KPA task. In addition, we compare the key arguments
generated by HyEnA with manually obtained insights identified by experts [3].
Contributions (1) We present a hybrid method for key argument extraction, which,
given a collection of opinionated user comments, generates a diverse set of key arguments raised in the discussion. (2) We evaluate our method on real corpora of public
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feedback on policy options. Compared to an automated baseline, HyEnA increases the
precision of the key arguments produced and improves coverage over diverse opinions.
Compared to the manual baseline, HyEnA identifies a large portion of arguments identified by experts as well as new arguments that experts did not identify.

2. Related work
We describe related works on AM and methods for extracting key arguments.
2.1. Computational Argument Analysis
Argument Mining methods [14,4] focus on computational analysis of arguments. They
seek to discover arguments brought forward by speakers and identify connections between them. AM is a costly and complex process, and it often requires significant effort
by human annotators for reaching moderate inter-rater agreement [15]. The ability to
recognize and extract arguments from text is dependent on the argumentativeness of the
underlying data. Given argumentative texts, popular NLP models are reasonably good
at recognizing argumentative discourse [16,17,7]. Typically, the first step of AM is to
identify the elemental components of arguments (e.g., claims and premises) in text [18].
The combination of such components forms a structured argument. However, there is
currently no consensus on the exact linguistic notion of such elemental components [19].
Nonetheless, a few characteristics have been recognized as important for recognizing
arguments, namely that arguments (1) contain (informal) logical reasoning [20], (2) address a why question [21], and (3) have a non-neutral stance towards the issue being
discussed [20].
HyEnA is a novel AM method that combines human annotators and automated NLP
models. By splitting up the argument extraction task into distinct phases, we take advantage of the diverse human perspectives, while addressing scalability problems through
automation. Because annotators are only given the opinion text, we aim to achieve better grounding by preserving links between the argument and the original text, all while
providing condensed key arguments useful in analysis.
2.2. Summarization of Arguments
Automated methods have been proposed to create a core set of key points from a large
corpus of individual comments [13]. In this paradigm, comments are filtered by a manually tuned selection heuristic, resulting in a list of key point candidates. The candidates
are matched against all comments, based on a classifier trained for the argument–key
point matching task [12]. We evaluate the performance of this approach on a novel domain on COVID-19 measures and compare it against HyEnA.
Additionally, there exists a body of work on Natural Language Inference (NLI) and
Semantic Textual Similarity (STS). In these works, models are trained to indicate semantic similarity or logical entailment between two sentences [22,23]. They have made
a significant impact on general-purpose applications [24,25]. However, downstream applications often need additional fine-tuning [26] in order to perform a task well. They
also capture generic aspects of semantic similarity and entailment, which may not be
applicable to arguments [23], or conversely overfit to spurious patterns in the data [27].
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3. Method
HyEnA is a hybrid method since it combines automated techniques and human judgement [28]. HyEnA guides human annotators toward the creation of key arguments (i.e.,
semantically distinct arguments that describe relevant aspects of the topic under discussion) from an opinion corpus composed of individual opinions (i.e., textual comments)
on the topic of discussion.
HyEnA consists of two phases (Figure 1). In the first phase (Key Argument Annotation), an intelligent sampling algorithm guides human annotators through an opinion
corpus to extract high-level information from the opinions. In the second phase (Key Argument Consolidation), a new group of annotators merges the results from the first phase,
supported by an intelligent merging strategy, involving manual and automatic labeling.
In the second phase, HyEnA aims to reduce the subjectivity in the annotation. The final
result of HyEnA is key arguments grounded on the opinions in the corpus.
3.1. Opinion Corpora
Our opinion corpora are composed of citizens’ feedback on COVID-19 relaxation measures, a contemporary topic. The feedback was gathered in April and May 2020 using the
Participatory Value Evaluation (PVE) method [3]. In the PVE, participants are offered a
set of policy options and asked to select their preferred portfolio of choices. Then, the
participants are asked to motivate why they picked certain options (pro stance) and not
pick the other options (con stance) via textual comments. Pro- and con-opinions together
form the opinion corpus. We analyze feedback from 26,293 Dutch citizens on three of
these options, treating comments on each option as an opinion corpus. Table 1 shows
examples. In our experiments, the HyEnA method is applied to one corpus at a time.
For each policy option, we use the keyword in uppercase as the option identifier in the
remainder of the paper. The opinions in these corpora are similar to noisy user-generated
web comments [29]. Some opinions span multiple sentences and contain more than one
argument.
Table 1. Example opinions in the COVID-19 corpora.

Policy option (Corpus)

Example opinion

# Opinions

YOUNG people may come together in
small groups
All restrictions are lifted for persons
who are IMMUNE
REOPEN hospitality and entertainment industry

Then they can go back to school (Pro)

13400

Encourages inequality (Con)

10567

The economic damage is too high (Pro)

12814

The original opinions were provided in Dutch. To accommodate a diverse set of annotators in our experiments, we translated all comments to English using the Microsoft
Azure Translation service. All experiments are performed with the translated opinions.
Mixing (pretrained) embeddings and machine-translated comments has a minimal impact on downstream task performance [30,31,32]. Although all experiments are conducted in English, the link to the original Dutch text is preserved for future applications.
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3.2. Key Argument Annotation
In the first phase of HyEnA, human annotators extract individual key argument lists by
analyzing the opinion corpus. Since a realistic corpus consists of thousands of opinions, it
is unfeasible for an annotator to read all opinions. Thus, HyEnA proposes a fixed number
of opinions to each annotator. HyEnA employs NLP and a sampling technique to select
diverse opinions to present to an annotator.
Intelligent Opinion Sampling Each annotator is presented, one at a time, with a fixed
number of opinions. To sample the next opinion, we embed all opinions and arguments
observed thus far using the S-BERT model (MS ) [23]. S-BERT converts sentences into
fixed-length embeddings, which can be used to compute semantic similarities between
pairs of sentences.
Then, we select a pool of candidate opinions using the Farthest-First Traversal (FFT)
algorithm [33]. FFT selects the candidate pool as the f farthest opinions in the embedding
space from the previously read opinions and annotated arguments (in our experiments,
we empirically select f = 5). Next, we use an argument quality classifier trained on the
ArgQ dataset [34] to select the opinion most clear and related to the policy option. In
this way, we aim at increasing both the diversity and quality of the opinions presented to
each annotator.
Annotation Upon reading an opinion, the annotator is asked, first, to identify whether
the opinion contains an argument or not. If so, the annotator is asked to check whether
the argument is already included in their current list of key arguments. If it is not, the
annotator should extract the argument into a standalone expression (i.e., into a key argument), and add it to the list of key arguments. When adding a new argument, the annotator is asked to indicate the stance of the opinion (i.e., whether it is in support or against
the related policy option). To facilitate this task, HyEnA highlights the most probable
stance for the user as a label suggestion [35,36].
Topic Assignment We train a BERTopic model T on all the available opinions [37].
We create a short-list of topics, selected as the most frequent topics found by T , with
duplicates and unintelligible topics manually removed by two experts. We ask human
annotators to associate the topics from the generated short-list to each argument. This
topic assignment T is used in the second phase to compute argument similarity. Thus,
in the first phase, HyEnA yields multiple key argument lists (one per annotator), each
containing key arguments and their stances, and an assignment of key arguments to preselected topics.
3.3. Consolidation
In the first phase, (1) the annotators are exposed to a small subset of the opinions in the
corpus, and (2) the interpretation of arguments is subjective. In the second phase, HyEnA
seeks to consolidate the key argument lists generated in the first phase. Our goal is to
increase the diversity of the resulting arguments and compensate for individual biases.
First, we create the union of all lists of key arguments generated in the first phase
of HyEnA. Then, we ask the annotators to evaluate the similarity of the key argument
pairs in the union list. Based on the similarity labels, we employ a clustering algorithm
to group similar key arguments, producing a consolidated list of key arguments.
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Pairwise Annotation To simplify the consolidation task, we present to the annotators
one pair of key arguments at a time and ask whether the concepts described by the key
arguments in the pair are semantically similar. To reduce human effort, we select only the
most informative key argument pairs for manual annotation and automatically annotate
the remaining pairs. To select the most informative pairs, we adapt the Partial-Ordering
approach, P OWER [38], as described below.
Let pi j be a pair of key arguments hai , a j i. The similarity between the two key arguments in the pair is described by two similarity scores, s1i j and s2i j . By using multiple
scores, we seek to make the similarity computation robust. For each pi j , we compute the
two similarity scores described in Table 2. We use cosine similarity for s1i j since the angular distance describes the semantic textual similarity between two arguments. In contrast, we use Euclidean distance for s2i j since the absolute values of the topic assignment
are relevant.
Table 2. The similarity scores between key argument pairs used to create the pairwise dependency graph.

Measure

Description

s1i j =

i·j
kikkjk

Cosine similarity between embeddings i = MS (ai ) and j = MS (a j )

s2i j

1
d(T (ai ),T (a j ))

Inverse of the Euclidean distance d between manual topic assignments
T of ai and a j

=

Given the similarity scores, we construct a dependency graph G (as in the top-left
part of Figure 2), where each key argument pair is a node in G and the edges indicate a
Pareto dependency () between two pairs as follows:
snij ≥ sni0 j0

pi j  pi0 j0

if

∀n

pi j  pi0 j0

if

pi j  pi0 j0

and

(1)
∃n

snij > sni0 j0

(2)

Next, we follow P OWER to extract disjoint paths from G. The highlighted path in
the bottom-left part of Figure 2 is an example disjoint path. For every path, we perform
a pairwise annotation as in the right part of Figure 2. We select the vertex at the middle
of the unlabeled portion of the path and ask multiple (7) humans to indicate whether the
concepts described by the two arguments in the pair are similar on a binary scale, and
select the label with the majority vote. Given the annotation, we can automatically label
(1) all following pairs in the path as similar (green) in case the vertex is labeled as similar
or (2) all preceding pairs in the path as non-similar (red) in case the vertex is labeled as
non-similar. In essence, using the Pareto dependency, we search for threshold similarity
scores for each path, above which all pairs are considered similar, and below which all
pairs are non-similar. Because this is a local threshold, we prevent over-generalization.
To annotate the complete graph efficiently, we employ the parallel Multi-Path annotation
algorithm [38].
Clustering Given a similarity label for each key argument pair, our goal is to identify
groups of similar key arguments. However, the similarity among key arguments may not
be transitive—given ha1 , a2 i as similar and ha2 , a3 i as similar, ha1 , a3 i may be labeled as
dissimilar. This can happen because (1) the interpretation of similarity can be subjective
(for manually labeled pairs), and (2) the automatic approach is not always accurate (for
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Figure 2. Pairwise annotation of the dependency graph, combining human and automatic judgements.

automatically labeled pairs). Thus, we employ a clustering algorithm for identifying a
consolidated list. First, we construct a similarity graph, where each key argument is a
node and there is an edge between two arguments if they are labeled as similar. Then, we
employ out-of-the-box graph clustering algorithms for constructing argument clusters.
These clusters form the key argument lists.

4. Experimental Setup
We involve 348 Prolific (www.prolific.co) crowd workers as annotators to evaluate
HyEnA. We required the workers to be fluent in English, have an approval rate above
95%, and have completed at least 100 submissions. Our experiment was approved by an
Ethics Committee and we received informed consent from each subject. We provide supplemental material, containing instructions provided to the annotators, our experiment
protocol, experiment data, analysis code, and further details on the experiment (including
inter-rater agreement scores) [39].
Table 3 shows an overview of the tasks in the experiment. First, we ask annotators to
perform the HyEnA method to generate lists of key arguments for three corpora. Then,
we compare the quality of the obtained lists of key arguments with lists generated for the
same corpora via two baselines. All tasks except topic generation were performed by the
crowd workers.
4.1. Phase 1: Key Argument Annotation
In the first phase of HyEnA, each annotator extracts a key arguments list from an opinion
corpus. In each corpus, five annotators annotated 51 opinions each, for a total of 255
opinions. Of the 51 opinions, the first is selected randomly, and the following 50 are selected by FFT. This number of opinions was empirically selected to make the annotation
feasible within a maximum of one hour.
Topics We train a BERTopic model on each opinion corpus, generating 59, 56, and 72
topics for the YOUNG, IMMUNE, and REOPEN corpora, respectively. Since the number
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Table 3. Overview of the tasks in the experiment. Items to be annotated can be opinions (O), arguments (A),
topics (T), or combinations.

Task

Option

# Items

Topic generation

all

Topic assignment

YOUNG
IMMUNE
REOPEN

Key argument consolidation

YOUNG
IMMUNE
REOPEN

255 (O)
255 (O)
255 (O)
45 (T)
90 (A)
64 (A)
69 (A)
1538 (A+A)
824 (A+A)
940 (A+A)

Key argument evaluation

YOUNG
IMMUNE
REOPEN

172 (O+A)
133 (O+A)
157 (O+A)

Key argument annotation

YOUNG
IMMUNE
REOPEN

# Annotators
5
5
5
2
10
5
5
99
57
87
28
21
21

Overlap
1
2
5

3

7

of resulting topics is too high for manual assignment of arguments to topics, we curate a
short-list of topics per corpus. We select the 15 most frequent topics in a corpus and ask
two experts, the first two authors, to remove duplicates (i.e., topics covering the same
semantic aspect) and rate the clarity (i.e., how well the topic describes a relevant aspect
of the discussion in the corpus) of each topic. Unique topics with an average clarity
score above 2.5 compose the short-list of topics. Then, we ask crowd annotators to assign
topics to each key argument generated in the first phase of HyEnA.
4.2. Phase 2: Key Argument Consolidation
In the second phase of HyEnA, we obtain similarity labels y(ai , a j ) (1 if similar, 0 if
not) for all key argument pairs hai , a j i—some pairs are labeled by the annotators and
others are automatically labeled. Given the similarity labels, we construct an argument
similarity graph and cluster the graph to identify a consolidated list of key arguments.
Clustering We experiment with two well-known graph clustering algorithms: (1) Louvain clustering [40] uses network modularity to identify groups of vertices based on a
resolution parameter r. (2) Self-tuning spectral clustering [41] uses dimensionality reduction in combination with k-means to obtain clusters, where k is the desired number
of clusters. We select the parameters of these algorithms to minimize the error metric
E shown in Eq. 3. The metric penalizes clusters having dissimilar argument pairs. That
is, for a cluster k ∈ K and ∀ai , a j ∈ k, if y(ai , a j ) = 1, the error for that cluster is 0. If
a cluster contains only a single element, we manually set the error for that cluster to 1,
to discourage creating single-member clusters. For evaluation, our experts manually select a representative argument per key argument list, but other selection criteria based on
argumentative quality or other in-cluster metrics can be used to streamline the process.
∑ 1y(ai ,a j )=0
ai ,a j ∈k
1
E=
|k|
|K| k∈K

∑

2

(3)
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4.3. Baselines and Evaluation Metrics
4.3.1. Comparison to Automated Baseline
We use the ArgKP argument matching model [13] to automatically extract key points
from the corpus. ArgKP selects candidate key points from opinions using a manuallytuned heuristic, which filters opinions on their length, form, and predicted argument quality [34]. The original approach suggests relaxing its hyperparameters such that 20% of
the opinions are selected as candidates. However, this caused substantially different candidates. Instead, we only relax the original hyperparameters slightly, causing ∼10% of
opinions to be selected as key point arguments. Candidate key points and opinions are
assigned a match score using a pretrained matching network based on RoBERTa [42].
Opinions only match the highest scoring candidate key points if their match score exceeds a threshold θ (corresponding to the BM+TH approach). After deduplication, this
results in a single list of key arguments per option. We use two metrics, coverage (C) and
precision (P), to compare HyEnA and ArgKP.
Coverage (C) is defined as the fraction of opinions mapped to an argument out of all
the processed opinions [13]. To compute C, first, we extract the set of key arguments
AH from HyEnA based on opinions Oobs
H (⊂ O) observed by the annotators. Further, if
an argument is extracted from an observed opinion oi ∈ Oobs
H , we add oi to the set of
annotated opinions Oann
H . Similarly, we extract the set of key arguments AA from ArgKP
based on its observed set of opinions Oobs
A (≡ O), producing a set of annotated opinions
Oann
.
Then,
the
coverage
with
respect
to
all observed opinions is:
A

CH =

|Oann
H |
|Oobs
H |

(4)

CA =

|Oann
A |
|Oobs
A |

(5)

Comparing coverages as defined above may not be fair since the set of observed opinions
(i.e., the denominators of Eqs. 4 and 5) are not the same for HyEnA and ArgKP. Thus, we
obs
also compute coverage with respect to a set of common opinions, Oobs
H ∩ OA , observed
by both methods, as:

CHcommon =

obs
|Oann
H ∩ OA |
obs
|Oobs
H ∩ OA |

(6)

CAcommon =

obs
|Oann
A ∩ OH |
obs
|Oobs
H ∩ OA |

(7)

We add the same term to both denominator and numerator in Eqs. 6 and 7 so that the
ann
obs
coverage stays in the range [0, 1]. Note that CHcommon = CH since Oobs
H , OH ⊂ OA (≡ O).
Precision (P) is the fraction of mapped opinions for which the mapping is correct [13].
Thus, we must map a set of opinions to arguments in order to compute precision. For
ann
this mapping, we select the common opinions, Oann
H ∩ OA , that are annotated in both
ann
ann
HyEnA and ArgKP. Then for each oi ∈ OH ∩ OA , we create two pairs hoi , AH (oi )i and
hoi , AA (oi )i, where AH (oi ) and AA (oi ) are the arguments associated with oi by HyEnA
and ArgKP, respectively. Then, we ask annotators to label z(oi , ai ) = 1 for all matching
pairs and z(oi , ai ) = 0 for all non-matching pairs, and keep the majority consensus from
multiple annotators. Given the opinion-argument mapping, we compute precision as:
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PHcommon

=

z(oi , AH (oi ))
∑
ann
oi ∈Oann
H ∩OA
ann
|Oann
H ∩ OA |

(8)

PAcommon

=

z(oi , AA (oi ))
∑
ann
oi ∈Oann
H ∩OA
ann
|Oann
H ∩ OA |

(9)

4.3.2. Comparison to Manual Baseline
A manual analysis involving six experts analyzed the feedback from a sample of participants (2,237 out of 26,293) over all policy options and identify key arguments [3]. However, they do not report the exact number of opinions analyzed. Since there are 36,781
opinions for the three options we analyze (Table 1), we estimate the number of opinions
the six experts would have analyzed to be 3,129 across the three options. In contrast,
HyEnA annotators analyze 765 intelligently selected opinions across the three options.
It is evident that HyEnA reduces the number of opinions analyzed. Further, we investigate the extent to which the key argument lists generated by HyEnA and the manual baseline have comparable insights. To do so, we report the number of HyEnA key
arguments that are overlapping, missing, and new compared to the expert-identified key
arguments. We cannot compute precision and coverage for the manual baseline because
it does not include a mapping between key arguments and opinions.

5. Results and Discussion
Before comparing with the baselines, we analyze the intelligent sampling and merging
techniques HyEnA employs in Phases 1 and 2.
5.1. Phase 1: Key Argument Annotation
Table 4 shows the number of different operations annotators perform in Phase 1. On
average, the annotators identified 15 unique key arguments per option. About half of the
opinions were skipped, mainly because the opinion lacked a clear argument. This is a
positive result since the noise (i.e., irrelevant or non-argumentative opinions) in public
feedback can be much higher. Thus, the argument quality classifier we incorporate for
opinion sampling is effective in filtering noise. Further, the annotators marked only about
15% of the encountered opinions as already annotated key arguments, which shows that
the FFT approach is effective in sampling a diverse set of opinions for annotation.
Table 4. The average annotation operations (and their standard deviation) in Phases 1 and 2.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Option

# Args

# Skip

# Already

∆

τ

YOUNG
IMMUNE
REOPEN

18.0 (5.5)
12.8 (2.6)
13.8 (7.6)

23.4 (5.4)
31.4 (4.5)
29.2 (11.5)

11.4 (9.0)
8.6 (4.4)
10.2 (7.6)

-61.6%
-59.1%
-59.8%

0.34
0.42
0.41
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5.2. Phase 2: Key Argument Consolidation
Table 4 also shows the benefit of P OWER, HyEnA’s approach for consolidating key arguments. The number of pairs requiring human annotation (∆) was on average reduced by
60%. The transitivity score τ [43] indicates the extent to which transitivity holds among
the similarity labels of argument pairs. The relatively low τ scores justify the subsequent
clustering we perform. Louvain clustering yields the smallest error for the YOUNG and
IMMUNE corpora, and spectral clustering for REOPEN corpus.
5.3. Comparison with Automated Baseline
Figure 3 compares the coverage and precision of HyEnA and ArgKP. The low coverage (for both methods) indicates that a large number of opinions do not map to a key
argument. This is not surprising since real-world opinions are noisy.
Considering all observed opinions (CH and CA ), HyEnA yields slightly higher coverage than ArgKP in the YOUNG and REOPEN corpora. In contrast, ArgKP yields higher
coverage than HyEnA in the IMMUNE corpus. We attribute this to the repeated arguments
in the IMMUNE corpus. As 83% of opinions are con-opinions, the IMMUNE policy option
(Table 1) was highly opposed and its corpus contains many repeated arguments against
that option. Since the set of all observed opinions is the entire corpus for ArgKP, the repeated arguments inflate its coverage. However, since HyEnA observes only a small subset of diverse opinions from the corpus, the repeated arguments do not influence its coverage significantly. Thus, we compare the coverage of HyEnA and ArgKP with respect
to a common set of diverse opinions. In this comparison (CHcommon and CAcommon ), HyEnA
yields consistently higher coverage (0.34 on average) than ArgKP (0.16 on average) in
all three corpora.
Coverage
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
YO

Precision
CA
CAcommon
common
CH = CH

E
G
N
UN MUN EOPE
M
R
I

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
YO

PAcommon
PHcommon
E
G
N
UN MUN EOPE
M
R
I

Figure 3. Comparing HyEnA and ArgKP.

ArgKP yields a larger number of key arguments (around 30 for each option) than
HyEnA. However, these arguments lead to an average precision of 0.56. In contrast,
HyEnA extracts fewer argument clusters (on average 17 per option), but with higher
precision (0.80). Further, we notice that HyEnA annotators actively rephrase the content
of the key arguments—only in 22% of the annotated key arguments, more than half of
the key argument text is directly copied from the original opinion text; in contrast, the
key points generated by ArgKP are composed of the original text.
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5.4. Comparison with Manual Baseline
Table 5 shows counts of overlapping (yes, yes), missing (no, yes), and new (yes, no) key
arguments between HyEnA and the manual baseline. HyEnA required an analysis of 765
opinions, compared to the estimated 3,000 opinions seen in the manual baseline. Despite
the lower human effort, the HyEnA lists largely overlap with the expert lists.
Table 5. Confusion matrix, comparing the key argument lists of HyEnA and manual baseline.

7
0

2
–

EN

no
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7
–

yes
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8
1

NE
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HyEnA

G

Manual baseline
yes

no

10
4

1
–

HyEnA missed some key arguments that the experts identified, e.g., a key argument
about building herd immunity was not in the HyEnA list for the REOPEN option. We conjecture that increasing the number of opinions annotated in HyEnA would subsequently
yield the missing insights. HyEnA also led to new insights that experts missed, e.g., an
argument about the physical well-being of young people was not on the expert list for the
YOUNG option. Likely, the random sample of opinions experts analyzed did not include
opinions supporting this argument, whereas the smaller set sampled in HyEnA did.
6. Conclusion and Directions
We develop and evaluate HyEnA, a hybrid method that combines human judgements
with automated methods to generate a diverse set of key arguments. HyEnA extracts key
arguments from noisy opinions and achieves consistent coverage, whereas the coverage
of a state-of-the-art automated method drops by 50% when switching from all (containing repeated) opinions to diverse opinions. Moreover, the key arguments extracted by
HyEnA are more precise than those extracted by the automated baseline. Additionally,
HyEnA provides important insights that were not included in an expert-driven analysis
of the same corpus, despite requiring fewer opinions to be analyzed.
The pairwise comparison in the consolidation phase is the most human-intensive
task in HyEnA, and the effort increases with the number of analyzed opinions. Also,
comparing arguments is cognitively demanding. HyEnA reduced the number of comparisons required in the consolidation phase by 60%. Additional research is necessary to
reduce the consolidation effort further. For example, first clustering the key arguments
and then consolidating the arguments within these clusters (reverse order as HyEnA) can
influence the performance and effort but requires further investigation.
Finding arguments in a discourse is only one aspect that constitutes the perspectives
in a discussion. Future work can incorporate analysis of other perspective factors, such as
values [44,45], sentiment, emotion, and attribution [46]. By combining these rich aspects
with arguments, we can merge the logical basis of the discussion with other semantic and
syntactic information, allowing close scrutiny of the perspectives in opinions.
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